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Project in Brief
The project entails the construction
of a new residential and communal
facility for the Franciscan Sisters at
their Generalate Headquarters at
Sandymount, Dublin.
The structure of the single and two
storey building consists of a
combination of precast and insitu
concrete floor slabs, structural steel
framing and load bearing block work
walls.
Slimfloor steel beams were
selected to reduce the overall
structural depth.

Two storey Residential Wing
Single storey Administation Wing
Glazed Link

Key Features

Engineering New Buildings

Piled foundations were adopted due
to poor load
bearing ground
conditions at shallow depths and the
need to reduce potential disruption
caused by the haulage of excavated
spoil through a sensitive residential
area.

For more than 30 years, we at
LeeMcCullough have been
providing structural and civil
engineering services for new
buildings in the commercial,
education, leisure, retail, and
residential sectors.

Steel framing was adopted to allow
for future flexibility in layout and to
support the overhanging first floor
along the front of the building.

Key aspects of our services are:



The building is supported on bored
piles which carry a system of ground
beams cast monolithically with the
ground floor slab.

An open, collaborative philosophy
providing engineering design
solutions that are appropriate for
the specific project, will support
architectural ceativity and are
cost-effective in delivery.



The roof finish is an
insulated
profiled metal deck sheet on steel
purlins supported on structural steel
framing and block walls.

A close working relationship with all
parties involved; effective team
participation; and knowledgeable
and experienced integration with
other service providers.



A professional commitment to our
client’s projects; delivering a flexible
and quality service, cost efficient
and on time.

External walls at first floor level are
constructed using an
insulated
timber framed internal leaf with a
brick outer leaf. This construction
considerably reduced the load carried
by the cantilevering floor beams at
first floor level.

At LeeMcCullough we provide
senior, experienced personnel
supported by the required
resources, to lead our involvement
in your project, demonstration of
our commitment to provide
excellent client service and
quality/innovative, design solutions.

